
The new shape and 
form of the future 

of jewelery with the 
hallmark of trust 

and experience.
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       The quality and finish of our jewelry whether 

traditional-classic or contemporary-modern, has 

steadily built a loyal clientele in a competitive 

market both in India and Overseas.

       Nascent introduces four distinct themes annu-

ally. The “ Wedding Collection”  is one of its most 

innovative design services ranging from trousseau 

to ceremonial requirements .

       Client satisfaction and quality control being 

our main concern, we at Nascent consciously create 

With its trendy and cutting 

edge in-house design cell, 

Nascent has a pulse on the 

latest fashion jewelry trends 

employing contemporary and 

exquisite craftsmanship



The quality and finish of our jewelry 

whether traditional-classic or 

contemporary-modern, has steadily built a 

loyal clientele in a competitive market both 

in India and Overseas.

Nascent’s in-house design cell spearheaded 

by its Chief Creative Ideator & Director, 

Tazneem Bhanji, has fashioned new concepts 

in jewelry whether in hand made glass 

studded with diamonds or traditional 

Indian ideas presented with a modern twist.



The “Perfect Group Of Companies” is an reputed and well established 
group in the diamond industry since the last 25 years. ‘Perfect is a one 
stop service destination from rough to finished diamonds, employing 
over 450 top professionals in the industry.

“Nascent’ is the jewelry unit of the perfect group, providing personalized 
handcrafted diamond jewelry.

Client satisfaction and quality control being our main concern, we at 
Nascent consciously create jewelry within controlled budgets.

Cutting Edge Efficiency:
As a part of Perfect Group of Companies, “Perfect Diamond Cutters & 
Polishers” is a one of the established diamond cutting and polishing 
company, servicing the diamond industry for the past 25 years.

Diamond Manufacturing:
With vintage skilled artisans it has formed a state of the art cutting unit, 
equipped with all modern technologies. The latest machinery from the 
Planner to the Laser, to every form of automation arms, “Perfect 
Diamond Cutters & Polishers” has the ability to achieve very distinctive 
and consistent high quality products, and can provide cuts in round 
shapes in all sizes and colors.

The in-house specialized unit with experienced staff, is well equipped to 
take care of every facet of handling of large size diamonds, ensuring top 
quality workmanship. As a result of an intelligent and perfect mecha-
nism, it has a unique range of Stars, Full, Melees, Pointers, Caraters, 
Larger, specials, Idea, Certified goods, Princess and Focus.

Sourcing:
With its strong sourcing network of rough diamonds from Russia and 
African countries, Perfect Jewels has established representative offices in 
all unique mining countries, and a extremely efficient sourcing network. 
Perfect Jewels has developed a capacity of sourcing diamonds in all colors 
including Sawables, Cleavage, Industrial and Crystals.

www.nascentjewels.com
Tel: 650.210.3788

pr@nirvanamedia.com


